This paper examines an attempt to implement modern disciplinary practices in a new charity institution in early 19th century Moscow. The Sheremetev Almshouse was the first charity institution in Russia to expose the applicants for relief to inspections and visitations -practice borrowed from the system of outdoor relief established in Central and Western Europe since Reformation. The study demonstrates that the recipients were married men or widows with numerous children. They all belonged to the middling sort of Moscow dwellers, i.e. they were families of clerks and officials or non-commissioned and commissioned officers of middle ranks, sometimes, of priests, and considerable number of them had additional sources of income besides the relief they intended to receive from the Almshouse. Apparently, for members of these strata, applying for an extraneous relief was a kind of everyday practice. Yet, even though for none of them this relief was crucial for survival, they were still willing to consent to the inspections conducted for the administration in order to confirm their decent way of life. The focus of administrators on evaluating the social and moral conditions on the poor indicates that the Sheremetev Almshouse played a role generally associated with the state institutions established during the Catherine II's reign in order to extend the modernizing efforts to a wider strata of the Empire's population.
Introduction
This article intends to relate the problem of modernization in Russia with some empirical observations which shed some light on the social composition and economic conditions of Moscow population in the late 18 th -early 19 th centuries. In the second half of the 18 th century an approach to mould a well-ordered police state in Russia took place. 1 According to Marc Raeff, in the legislation of Catherine II one finds logical extension of a social policy paving the way for modernization while also displaying all the ambiguities of the Polizeystaat approach. 2 Trying to involve into the process of modernization as many subjects as possible, and especially the young ones, Catherine II used not so much officials which were still lacking, and not estates which she had been trying to develop in order create the socioinstitutional matrix for the modernization of Russia, 3 but state educational and correctional institutions which were created, reformed or Statute, so Raeff, had a strong moralistic bias which was combined with modern Western
European and scriptural precepts, borrowed from the Protestant ordinances. 4 In the focus of the study there are the recipients of the Sheremetev Almshouse's outdoor relief in the early 1810s. The Sheremetev Almshouse was the first one in the Russian Empire to arrange the system of outdoor poor relief, a complicated system accompanied by regular visitations, neighbors' testimonies and inspections. From the very beginning it is important to emphasize that I consider the Sheremetev Almshouse to be a phenomenon of the 18 th century. The
Almshouse was conceived at least in 1780s when not only the founder of the Almshouse earl Nikolai Petrovič Sheremetev (1751-1809) but his father Petr Borisovič Sheremetev (1713-1788), a son of a close Peter I's collaborator general field marshal Boris Petrovič Sheremetev, -was still alive 5 . The Almshouse was created and built in 1790s -1800s both in its external classical form and in its internal administrative form by those who belonged to the cultural and intellectual elite of the Russian Enlightenment.
Sheremetev Almshouse was not the first private charitable institution in Russia and in Moscow.
In the late 18 th century there existed a couple of almshouses in Moscow which were founded by the rich aristocratic families. One of them was that of the Kurakins family. The almshouse (špital') was opened according to the will of Boris Ivanovič Kurakin (1676-1727), one of Peter I's close collaborators, and was sponsored by the family of Kurakins at least till the end of the 19 th century. 6 Only a few evidences about this almshouse in the 18 th century are kept in the archives. From the almshouse's book of income and expenditures (1790) appears that the number of its inmates (špitalety) fluctuated around 25-26 persons. 7 The social and gender status of the inmates still remains unknown. According to Natal'ya Kozlova, from 87 Moscow almshouses existed in the early 1780s more than 25% were arranged by different persons. All of them were placed at the parishes' lands excluding that of Kurakins and another one arranged by prince Boris Grigor'evic Shakhovskoy on his own land albeit at the parish of St Nicolas church in Kotel'niki. And since by 1780s a significant number of parish almshouses, so Kozlova, were not used for indoor relief for different reasons any more, about 60% of really functioning almshouses (37) 9 ) which was supported by public costs but did not belong to any parish.
Taking in account these data, the Sheremetev Almshouse which could admit 100 inmates and 50 sick poor to its hospital can be considered an institution of a large scale. In fact, it was the first institution in Russian Empire to arrange the system of outdoor poor relief, a complicated system accompanied by regular visitations, neighbors' testimonies and inspections. This system took its shape in early modern Europe, in some German lands -since 15 th century, and flourished in 17 th -19 th centuries. Institutional outdoor relief (excepting traditional almsgiving as a pre-modern form of the relief) was not practiced in Russia in contrast to other European countries, either catholic or protestant. 10 As the latest studies reveal, this sort of poor relief usually was used by the natives both in catholic and protestant lands, whereas the newly arrived poor populated municipal and monastery hospitals 11 (excepting work-and correction houses which are out of my concern here). Supplying 25 marriageable poor girls with dowries and assisting financially 50 impoverished families, to add an unspecified in the Statute number of impoverished craftsmen (usually about a dozen) every year 12 , the Almshouse became the largest institution in the Empire providing poor with outdoor relief, and the largest private charitable institution providing both indoor relief and free medical care for the poor.
Primary Sources
The main primary sources for this research are office records of the Sheremetev Almshouse.
First to mention are annual register books of the council's board meetings held in the Moscow 
Administration of the Sheremetev Almshouse
All decisions concerning the internal everyday life of the Almshouse, discipline of the staff and 
Implemention of Modern Practices in the Sheremetev Almshouse
The future outlook of the Almshouse was discussed in the correspondence between earl Nikolay and for other different godly deeds, ** e.g. burial of the poor. In fact this sum was mostly spent for one-time payments to those who applied to the Alsmhouse but did not get an annual allowance. The last 2.000 were invested to the treasury of Moscow Foundling house as a fund in the case of unexpected developments. 21 Total budget for all types of outdoor relief and corresponding expenses was 20.000 per year.
Secondly, and it was a real novelty, the inmates of the Almshouse and the recipients of all types of its outdoor relief were expected to correspond the standards of morality as a condition of the relief. They were to be responsible for the information they provided about themselves as well.
* «общественные вспоможения» ** «всякого рода богоугодные дела» Thus the responsibility of the Almshouse and of those who enjoyed its charity was reciprocal, likewise the charity was a part and a parcel of the system of the state surveillance: the chief overseer, so the Statute, should observe that the persons who entered the almshouse had legal passports or other certificates where their social "station" (sostoianie), 22 or status, was specified.
The article proclaimed that poverty was not a sufficient reason to grant a relief: a needy person should have deserved it because of his/her faultless (besporočny) behavior as well. The
Almshouse, so article V, in no way was a refuge of idleness, and a shameless sponger might not deprive a family man of his due part. 23 Marriageable girls seeking for dowries should have conducted modest (decent) life (blagopristoyny), orphans and girls with good principles (blagonravie) were favoured to be included to the top of the list (to receive dowries of greater amount) 24 .
The observation of the moral behavior and the economic conditions of the applicants were The article emphasized that this relief was temporary. The yearly renewing testimonies of other people according to the article XIV served this aim: in order to be enrolled into the Family book for the next year, a claimant should have presented renewed testimonies. The idea expressed was not to let those whom favored the fortune to continue enjoying this kind of charity again. 26 It supposed that every recipient should have done his/her best to restore his/her economic conditions during this year. But in fact it could be perceived by a recipient as an opportunity not to make efforts to come of the dire straits in order to receive an allowance later on.
From the articles of the Statute quoted above (XIII, XIV and XV) is clear that Malinovsky as the author of the Statute and the chief overseer of the Almshouse did not intend to provide assistance of the Almshouse according to the broadly perceived charity as a Christian virtue. Unlike his * «добропорядочных и надежных обывателей» ** «в какую из четырех статей причислить» supervisor count Sheremetev, Malinovsky inclined to estimate his activities in the categories of modern values of the social order. In this context poverty, destitute, illness were by no means a virtue or something deserving an award as itself. These phenomenon were no more positive or even neutral since the modernizing efforts of Peter I. As far as they disturbed social order they should have been overcome or eliminated if possible. There was no place for those who did not contribute to the nation's development or productivity, no matter through idleness or vice. 27 The
Statute's preface signed by Sheremetev was only a formal text necessary to present а new institution in the traditional terms of charity and to obtain a confirmation from the supreme authority. In fact it was not a charitable institution in the traditional sense, which identified charity as an indispensable component of the Orthodox Christianity with the national character.
The Sheremetev Almshouse was in fact an institution breaking off the Russian conception of the world which compassion to the poor belonged to 28 . Since social disciplining was a part of confessionalization, which followed Reformation, ecclesiastic discipline (Kirchenzucht) cultivated the habit of the order among the population and became a significant secular instrument of the process of the disciplining since Reformation. Philipp Gorsky follows the assertion of Heinz Schilling about the alliance of confessionalization and state-building in early modern period. Church-building (Konfessionalisierung) also enhanced state power indirectly by establishing new mechanisms of moral regulation and social control. Reformation cleared the way for a reorganization of the system of social relief, its rationalization and centralization both in Protestant and Catholic regions. These new politics based on the cooperation of religious and civil authorities. Pastors and elders, so Schilling, became the most important mediators of a new system of moral-ethical and political-legal norms. Through household visitations, church discipline, and ecclesiastical courts, they monitored and disciplined everyday life-conduct, penetrating into the last house in the most isolated little village. reality of course) was accompanied by the community's responsibility for the support of its poor.
The finances were centralized and distributed by the community (i.e. by clerks, elected or appointed by the magistrate) according to the discriminative principle: only truly deserving poor could obtain the relief. 33 The church after Reformation (Protestant and Calvinist, later Catholic as well)
established new mechanisms of moral regulation and social control. It was nothing new about it for the people since the rulers tried to impose social discipline for years. But prior they lacked administrative capacities to enforce these rules. The tight collaboration with the church both in Protestant and Catholic lands provided this important instrument 34 . In Russia as well since the reign of Peter I secularization of poor relief was a part of the modernization process. The
Orthodox church according to Russian historian Alexander Lavrov became the instrument of Sozialdisziplinierung, since it reached a greater number of subjects than the state itself. 35 Religion disciplining started in mid 17 th century by secular and church authorities and became the state policy at the reign of Peter I. 36 Nevertheless the state stepped back in the disciplining of the masses of population since it did not manage to ensure a yearly confession of every Orthodox believer. The disciplinary revolution of the 18 th century underwent its total failure, so Viktor Živov. Ph. Gorsky observs the early modern symbiosis of the church and state during and a result of confessionalization which turned to be more profitable for the latter since it monopolized control over the new infrastructures of power -prisons, workhouses, schools and universities, law and courts, 39 in Russia, at least on the institutional level, one finds symbiosis of state and private initiatives, and not only the state profited by it.
Inspections and visitations
An official report about the Emperor's confirmation of the Statute and staff list of Sheremetev Almshouse was published in Moscow newspaper Moskovskie vedomosti on May 20, 1803. 40 As a result of this publication, in the period between the years 1803 and 1807 Malinovskii received 196 applications from the poor. According to his own assessment he himself inspected some of them by occasion, others were only put in the lists. 41 How many of these first applicants entered the Almshouse in 1810 or became its "pensioners" (pansionery) and how they had been living during the years previous to its opening is mostly not documented. In April 1810 the first list of the inmates of the Almshouse consisting of 38 poor men and 50 poor women was presented at the board meeting of the Council. 42 The total number of the applications received prior to the official opening of the House, besides mentioned above 196 applications, is unknown. Family composition, economic conditions of the applicants, excepting social and marital status of those admitted to the Almshouse and pointed out in the list, on the one hand, and moral judgments of the administrators on the other hand are not available. Therefore one cannot conclude how did the selection for the first pool of the inmates proceeded.
On June 28, 1810 the inauguration of the House took place. On that day the inmates according to the list earlier confirmed by the Council were finally lodged in the Almshouse. 43 Strannopriimny dom advertised about the opening of its hospital in a June issue of Moskovskie vedomosti: people suffering from diseases were welcomed to get medical treatment in the hospital to be opened on June 28. 44 In June the Council started to consider the lists of the recipients of the outdoor relief.
By that moment the administration of the Almshouse made use of the practice of inspections.
Some peculiarities of the inspections are evident from on the example of poor artisans. On June 25 Krest'en Karpovic Valler'ian who was in duty of the 3 rd assistant in 1810 45 , presented a list of 15 impoverished artisans he found out in the city. 46 Obviously they did not apply to the Almshouse themselves but they agreed to admit financial aid from it. Granted with allowances of different rates they were enrolled into the Artisans book, 47 their original "passports" (vidy) were collected (to be kept in a special chest in the board meetings hall) and replaced with copies. This practice was a significant condition of the relief: thus the dependence of an artisan receiving an allowance from the Almshouse became emphasized. It was a sort of bondage, an entry in the Council's register book proclaimed, even if it was temporary. 48 The Council ordered the 3 rd assistant to inspect every artisan at least once a month and investigate further about artisans' family conditions. Valler'ian should inform the Council about the new circumstances that might have been revealed during inspections. This ambiguous phrase makes to assume that there were implied some improvements of their economical conditions and further depriving or ceasing of the relief. But in fact this assertion supposed rather a possible need in the additional relief. Nevertheless, the 3 rd assistant was ordered to pay attention to the behavior of the artisans and to inspire them to make their items in the best way, since receiving a relief from the Almshouse signified they must not have their products made anyhow * . In this sense the relief of the House was not one-way: it imposed some moral obligations on the artisans, i.e. of decent behavior and of high-quality work. Likewise, the Almshouse ordered the artisans to produce things for its internal needs, and the recipients of the allowances had to carry out such an order without a delay, demonstrating all highs and lows of their work. 49 The Family book for 1810 was started on July 1, 1810. In all probability, it was composed at a time, but since applications were probably received beforehand, at least partly, some claimants might have been inspected in advance. There are no traces of first applications in the earlier entries of the Council. Only since July 1810 and further the applications which reached the administration of the Almshouse were recorded to the register books of the Council.
According to the Statute (art. XIV) every claimant was inspected by the 3 rd assistant of the chief overseer in order to verify the information provided in their applications. He composed testimonials on every claimant but they are not held in the fund any more (presumably both applications and testimonials were lost in the fire which took place in the Sheremetev Almshouse in autumn of 1812) but some of they are mentioned in the register book of the Council for 1810.
The final list in the Family book of 1810 contains information on every of 52 families: name and age of the householder -recipient of an allowance, and of every family member; in the case when other relatives, or step-children lived in the household of the recipient they were specified too. 50 As a rule, the families were -if were -extended by mothers and mothers-in-law, sometimes -nephews or adult children of the female householder. As for 1811, the full list of the recipients of that year is contained in the annual register book of the Council and in the Family book for the years 1811-1812. 51 The lists in this book contain information only on the general size of the household and on the head of it. The detailed information on the household, including the age of family members, economic conditions, employment, marriage perspectives for daughters and educational plans for sons is contained in the file composed in 1811 as a result of inspections provided by the 3 rd assistant.
Council to provide him with a carriage at the expense of the Almshouse. 53 Less than in two months, on March 4 1811 Murav'ev reported at the Council's meeting that he had inspected all the recipients of the allowances and inquired about everyone's conditions and behavior. His observations consisting of two parts, he continued, were attached to his report: first, of those who had been recipients of the allowances from the House (i.e. since 1810), and second, of those who were newly applying for relief. The Council passed a resolution on every case deciding if a recipient deserved to have his /her allowance continued. 54 German historian Norbert Finzsch estimates the significance of the neighbors' testimonials for the poor as very high. The more their number was, the bigger were the chances to be included into the program of relief. 55 Finzsch considers social coherence of the neighborhood practiced among people to be the motive power of signing the testimonials. The second possible reason could be their belief that someone should compensate or pay for the poor, and it is better when it is the public sector (öffentlicher Hand) than the neighbors themselves.
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According to the pre-modern discourse there was a linear relation between being a "true"
poor and the moral way of life. A "true" poor conducted moral way of life by definition, 57 but later in the early modern legislation the bias changed: it characterized the sturdy beggar as the incarnation of idleness. 58 The moral argumentation was usually applied to the male householders because solitarily living women and widows obtained bad reputation more often. 59 In the testimonials written by responsible administrators or neighbors in the late 18 th -early 19 th century in the city of Cologne German historian Norbert Finzsch found out both two types of the discourse: old, or pre-modern, and the modern one. The first went back to the Christian charity ideal and belonged usually to the priests who considered poverty to be something natural, the will of the God, and therefore it did not need any objective reasoning. The second one was the discourse to which usually doctors and other administration representatives resorted. This "modern" type of discourse emphasized the reasons of poverty in every case. 60 These testimonials dwelled on the causes of poverty and proceeded from the idea that every applicant should prove his/her right to obtain a relief. Age, illness or family situation were enough reasons for that. 61 The neighbors too were more ready to sign a testimonial when an applicant was old or ill. The charity administration, so Finzsch, was more inclined to accept illness than any other as a cause of poverty.
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Social and Economic Conditions Of the Recipients Of the Outdoor Relief (according to the testimonials)
The 64 Those who held ranks 14. through 9., personal nobles, came from diverse backgrounds, enjoyed a modest prosperity, and could rise through skill and effort. They could not own serfs. Their sons often became clerks in their fathers' offices. They were 44% of the entire Russian nobility in 1795. 65 Whereas Martin constructs Moscow middling sort within the frame of law, lifestyle and culture, 66 the source documents of Sheremetev Almshouse complete this picture with social practices and everyday experiences of this strata.
Definitely these categories appear to be the main recipients of the Almshouse's outdoor relief.
The majority of the recipients of the outdoor relief in 1810-1812, on the eve of the Napoleonic war, were families of clerks and officials, clergy, non-commissioned and commissioned officers.
From 52 recipients of the first year 32 families belonged to those who had got civil or military ranks according to the Table of ranks. Six widows of clergymen of different ranks, three townsmen (two widows and one family man) and two merchants' widows were also enrolled. 67 There were clerks and officers who had obtained not personal but heredity noble status as well due to their service. For instance, the colonel Mikhail Il'in stayed for three years in the lists, nadvorny sovetnik Ivan Starov -for 2 years in the lists of the Almshouse, college assessor Ivan Smirnenkov whose economic conditions were really dramatic -3 years. All the ten recipients who received the allowances of the first rate (180 rubles) in 1810 were granted allowances for the next year but not all were granted the allowances of the same amount.
From the source documents is obvious that lifestyles and economic conditions of those who had inherited their noble status (even not aristocrats) and those who had obtained it (both hereditary or personal) due to their service were very different. Roman Bezobrazov who, being ill, was receiving an allowance of 120 roubles was podporučik (12. rank) but his heredity status secured his relative well-being which was revealed on the inspection (he held not only 13 house serfs and hound dogs and rented a whole back wing in Moscow but owned a village with serfs as well) 68 .
On the contrary, as obvious from the Murav'ev's testimonials the newly obtained noble status did not ensured officials from poverty. Further I am going to examine how did the people from this social strata survive 69 taking in account their restricted economic resources. I consider generally only the top ten recipients (i.e. the recipients of the amounts of the first rate) but I draw also other cases from the register to compare to them.
Almost everybody from the top ten relief recipients had a source of income besides the relief from the Almshouse: either a salary or a pension of the head of the household, or a pension paid to a widow for her late husband, or a rent for a hired out part of a private house or of a rented apartment. These resources helped them to survive before they had obtained the relief and were kept by them during the period of relief. The Statute of the Almshouse permitted the recipients of its relief to have an additional source of income but its amount should have been insufficient to feed his / her family (art. XVI) 70 . The amount of these income fluctuated between 120 and 180 rubles per year. The fact that every household received a comparable sum from the Almshouse meant that its income increased at least twice or even more. For example, Ol'ga Il'inskaya, the widow of a nadvorny sovetnik, received 100 rubles from hiring out two rooms in her apartment.
Besides she received a pension of 170 rubles for her late husband. 71 In two cases when any other source of income is not specified the elder daughters were knitting stockings and sewed clothes (or underwear) for sale, 72 and the widow Veniaminova let out her apartment for 170 rubles per year. No regular pension for her late husband received a widow of the colleague assessor Anis'ya Kičeeva but she had got a one-time payment of 900 rubles after his death.
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The economic conditions of the top ten recipients were albeit dramatic but not so awful. Almost all the recipients of the first rate allowances had home servants. According to the Murav'ev's testimonial even the poorest family of the 56-years old college assessor Smirnenkov had a soldier's wife as a maidservant. Likewise, Smirnenkov indebted her 50 rubles for bread, and she stayed at his family without getting any salary only in order not to have this money lost. 74 No maid is specified at the family of the priest's widow Aleksandra Veniaminova, of the college assessor's widow Kičeeva and of the college registrator's wife Dar'ya Maksimova. On the contrary, the colonel Il'insky had three servants: a boy, a maid and a cook, whereas his family was characterized as "ruined". 75 The desperate situation of Smirnenkov's family is to be explained through the large number of It is acknowledged nowadays that in the pre-industrial economy the children's and women's contribution to the family income was greater than previously assumed, and children's earnings represented an integral part of the family budget. 78 Needlework fulfilled by females -knitting stockings, sewing and embroidery -was not left unnoticed by Murav'ev. Needlework was the only activity which elder daughters could fulfill to earn some money for the family, likewise, the needlework justified their staying unmarried at their parents in the opinion of the latters. The needlework was also a factor to estimate if the family was industrious * , the quality which belonged to the modern discourse. This assessment occurs four times among the top ten recipients of the relief. The fact of industry was important no less than the economic output of this kind of activity. The needlework of the daughters, often together with their mother, occurs * «крайней бедности не видно». * «трудолюбивы».
seven times among ten families of the first-rate allowance. Three times Murav'ev recorded that at the inspection he found the girls at the needlework ** and more often he mentioned the fact of knitting, sewing or embroidery as a means to earn the family living in the widows' families. 79 For one part of the recipients the needlework was the main source of income. It is true for the families of widows who lived with a couple of daughters, adult enough to perform needlework in economically significant extent. 80 On the contrary, the needlework of the elder daughters played no significant role in the families' economy where a large number of children lived under the same roof with their parents. The Smirnenkov's elder daughters (of 20, 18, and 11 years) being industrious could not work out enough to ensure subsistence for the family. 81 The same was true for the family of an extremely desperate townsman's widow Kudrina, whose four daughters (aged 19, 18, 17 and 16) sewed underwear and knitted stockings for sale. 82 Age composition of the recipients of outdoor relief of the Sheremetev Almshouse proves that the female recipients of the relief, widowed, burdened with children but averagely not old, were deprived or, more often, short of sources of income (which were sewing, knitting or hiring out their apartments). The women -heads of households who applied for allowances, received them in 1810 and then applied for a prolongation in 1811 (35 recipients from the totally 52) were all widows. 83 By contrast male applicants (16 male recipients listed in 1810 in the Family book)
being much older were all married without exception (there were no widowers at all), sometimes ill, and mostly burdened with children. The essential difference in the average age between male and female recipients proves that many of males were remarried.
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Advanced age accompanied by illnesses of the householder ruined household's economy taking in account the shortage of financial means. For example, an insane titulyarny sovetnik Aleksey Alekseev Sakharov (52) was specified in the list of 1810 as the recipient of relief, though in fact his wife of 47 was the head of the household. 85 The women's age varied from 20 to 72 with the median age of 45. The median age of 16 male recipients -heads of the households (the age only of one of them is unknown) -was 58, and it varied from 54 to 72 being much (13 years) higher than that of the women. 86 The female recipients of the allowances from the Sheremetev Almshouse could not be considered averagely old, whereas males approached their old age. This age and gender composition of the applicants for the relief was normal for the early modern society: the applicants for outdoor relief in Cologne in the late 18 th -early 19 th century were either widowed women or married men, because married women were supplied over their husbands, and the death of the wife disrupted the economy of the household not so dramatically as the death of the husband. "…because of the number of children Yanov can be considered poor". 88 The category mnogočislennoe semeystvo (a numerous family) and vice versa malosemeystvo (a family of a few members) seem to be crucial for the Council to decide about an allowance. A family whose children did not live under the same roof with their parents or were quite adult to take service or work could not be considered numerous. Two another cases confirm this thesis.
In July 1810 the Council denied an application of a gubernsky secretary (12. rank) Grigory
Strakhov which had been received from the warden Vasilii Sheremetev. Though the application was supplied with all necessary certificates about long-term and immaculate service * , and
Strakhov was described as ill for a long period, he did not obtain any relief because of his malosemeystvo (unfortunately, it is not specified how many family members he had). The
Council refused him to pay his debts as well, having added that there were other people even more poor. Andreev owned a house, and, secondly, the number of children specified in his application from June 19 did not correspond the reality 90 . It is absolutely unclear why did the Council knowing about the fraud, granted Andreev an allowance. On September 10 the 3 rd assistant Valler'ian even referred to an earlier application of Andreev, from June 5 declined by the Council because of his malosemeystvo (in fact he had got only one child) and the income of 160 rubles a year of rental fee he had got. 91 Obviously that Andreev, after his first application was declined by the Council, tried to deceive the administration: he managed to reach the warden Vasilii Sheremetev, withheld about owning a house and specified 4 family members instead 3 he had got in reality.
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The Council did not deprive him of the allowance it had granted but decided to inform * «долговременная беспорочная служба» Sheremetev about Andreev's false statement. 93 Petr Andreev is listed in the Family book of the House for 1810 with his wife of 47 and a daughter of 10 94 ; he was also inspected along with the other recipients by Murav'ev in February 1811 but he did not obtain any prolongation of the allowance for the year 1811. Murav'ev's conclusion after having seen his domicile was: "his family consisting of his wife who is still strong, and of his daughter in the age of 11 is not so poor to require an extraneous relief". It was the case when a neighbours' opinion played a crucial role: "he [Andreev] got used to request [an aid] representing himself as a poor". 95 Thus malosemeystvo was a decisive factor to decline an application for outdoor relief. Owing a private house and profiting by it did not play a crucial role in the decision making. The decisions of the Council made about the recipients in early 1811 prove that the less number of children living under the same roof with their parents was, the less amount of the allowance the family received for that year, or even were stricken off the list of the recipients.
Conclusion
The case of the Sheremetev Almshouse which prior was not examined from the point of view of modern attitudes to poor relief is a part of a broader problem of implementation of modern social practices on the eve of modernity in Russia. The implementation of modern practices in the Almshouse had to do with the reassessment of poverty and of the poor which was a trend in the wide process of the transition to modernity. This process has to do with the key role of rationality as the decisive factor in the sphere of social relations. This trend was inherent with that of disciplining of the society, in this case -of Moscow dwellers of middling sort. The study of the source documents reveals that the recipients of the outdoor relief were mostly officials and military of middle ranks, personal and sometimes hereditary nobles and their widows but not representatives of the urban marginal groups at all. It is exactly the middle sort of Moscow inhabitants who usually appears in the historiography as "shadowy, undifferentiated mass". 
